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Abstract
The Direct MT system is based upon exploitation of syntactic similarities between more
or less related natural languages. Both Punjabi and Hindi languages have originated
from Sanskrit which is one of the oldest language. In terms of speakers, Hindi is third
most widely spoken language and Punjabi is twelfth most widely spoken language.
Punjabi language is mostly used in the Northern India and in some areas of Pakistan as
well as in UK, Canada and USA. Hindi is the national language of India and is spoken
and used by the people all over the country. Hindi and Punjabi are closely related
languages with lots of similarities in syntax and vocabulary. In the present study, a
Punjabi to Hindi machine translation system using Direct MT approach has been
developed and its output is evaluated by already prescribed methods in order to get the
suitability of the system. It was observed that a fairly high accuracy Punjabi to Hindi
Machine Translation System has been developed by direct word-for-word translation.
The major inaccuracies in the direct translation are due to poor word choice for
ambiguous words and some corrections regarding post positions in Hindi.

1. Introduction
Evaluation is without doubt a major aspect of language engineering, including
Machine Translation (MT). It plays an important role for system developers (to tell if
their system is improving), for system integrators (to determine the appropriate approach)
and for consumers (to identify which system will best meet a specific set of needs).
Beyond this, evaluation plays a critical role in guiding and focusing research [Bharati et
al. 2004; Hajic et al. 2000; Marrafa et al. 2001]. Despite the fact that history of Machine
translation is quite old, the number of really successful systems is not very impressive.
The main reason why the field of MT has not met the expectations of sci-fi literature as
well as of scientific community is the complexity of the task itself. The general opinion is
that it is easier to create an MT system for a pair of related languages [Hajic et al. 2000].
We argue that for really close languages it is possible to obtain better translation quality
by means of simpler methods. This study presents the evaluation and analysis of direct
machine translation system for closely related languages namely Punjabi to Hindi.
Although it is true that no consensus exists regarding the best way to evaluate software,
there is a general agreement about some of the factors which must be taken into account
while deciding what form an evaluation should take.
In our approach, we include the subjective as well as quantitative parameters.
Only sentence level translation is considered i.e. a single sentence however long it may

be, is treated as a single unit. Subjective test include Intelligibility Test and Adequacy
Test which determines the fitness of an MT system with respect to comprehensibility of
translation. Quantitative test include word error rate and sentence error rate. These tests
are diagnostic tests to identify limitations, errors and deficiencies of the system.
Subjective evaluation is typically performed by potential users and/or purchasers of
systems (individuals, companies, or agencies) and diagnostic evaluation is the concern
mainly of researchers and developers. In the next sections, we throw some light on
Punjabi and Hindi languages. Then we discuss the evaluation results in the remaining
section.

2. About Languages
Both Punjabi and Hindi languages have originated from Sanskrit which is one of
the oldest language. In terms of speakers, Hindi is third most widely spoken language and
Punjabi is twelfth most widely spoken language. Punjabi language is mostly used in the
Northern India and in some areas of Pakistan as well as in UK, Canada and USA. Hindi
is the national language of India and is spoken and used by the people all over the
country.
The script of Punjabi is Gurmukhi. Gurmukhi alphabet was devised during the
16th century by Guru Nanak, the first Sikh guru, and popularised by Guru Angad, the
second Sikh guru. It was modelled on the Landa alphabet. The name Gurmukhi means
"from the mouth of the Guru".
Notable Features of Gurmukhi
•

•
•
•

This is a syllabic alphabet in which all consonants have an inherent vowel.
Diacritics, which can appear above, below, before or after the consonant they
belong to, are used to change the inherent vowel.
When they appear at the beginning of a syllable, vowels are written as
independent letters.
When certain consonants occur together, special conjunct symbols are used which
combine the essential parts of each letter.
Punjabi is a tonal language with three tones. These are indicated in writing using
the voiced aspirates consonants (gh, dh, bh, etc) and the intervocal h.

Gurmukhi script
Vowels and Vowel diacritics (Laga Matra)

Consonants (Vianjans)

Other symbols

The Nāgarī (lit. 'of the city') or Devanāgarī ('divine Nagari') alphabet descended
from the Brahmi script sometime around the 11th century AD. It was originally
developed to write Sanksrit but was later adapted to write many other languages.
Notable Features of Devanagri
•

Some scholars use the term alphasyllabary to describe Devanāgarī, while others
call it an abugida.

•
•

•
•

Consonant letters carry an inherent vowel which can be altered or muted by
means of diacritics or matra.
Vowels can be written as independent letters, or by using a variety of diacritical
marks which are written above, below, before or after the consonant they belong
to. This feature is common to most of the alphabets of South and South East Asia.
When consonants occur together in clusters, special conjunct letters are used.
The order of the letters is based on articulatory phonetics.

Devanāgarī alphabet

Other symbols

Consonants

A selection of conjunct consonants

Except minor differences, most of the characters are same in both the scripts. In
Gurmukhi there is no equivalent character for characters "k] J] _ in Devnagri. Some
characters of Devnagri are for double sounds like =] K] {k but no such characters are
available in Gurmukhi.
Because of same origin, both languages have very similar structure and grammar.
The difference is only in words and in pronunciation e.g. in Punjabi the word for boy is
w[zvk and in Hindi it is yM+dk. The inflection forms of both these words in Punjabi and
Hindi are also similar. There are examples where words are also same but pronunciation
is different e.g. xo and ?kj. Although Sanskrit is Sanyogatmik (Synthetic), Its decendent
Hindi is Viyogatmic (Analytic)[Singh 1991]. It means we need to add some words,
known as prepositions, to convey the relation in Hindi. E.g. In Sanskrit we say ckyr% and
in Hindi the same meaning is conveyed by adding postposition as cky dk. In comparison
to Hindi, Punjabi is also Viyogatmic, but it is not completely Viyogatmik. There are
many examples which show that Punjabi is Sanyogatmik also. As for example, The
meaning conveyed by two words in Hindi (?kj ls) is conveyed by one word in Punjabi i.e.
xo'_ Although it can be written in Punjabi as xo s'A_ which is Viyogatmic nature, but in
general xo'_ is more popular. Thus Punjabi is not purely Viyogatmic. It still inherits some
properties of its mother language [Singh 1991].

Structurally both Punjabi and Hindi are same. In both languages sentence is
comprised of Subject and Predicate. In both languages, the basic elements are Kaaraka.
Both have eight numbers of Kaaraka which by combining with each other create a
sentence. The general sequence for transitive Sentence is Karta, Karam , Kria e.g. okw B/
o'Nh ykXh. and for intransitive sentence is karta, kriya e.g. okw o'fJnk. In both languages
the relation between kaarka’s are shown by prepositions. The available prepositions in
Punjabi are dk, d/, dh, dhnK, B/, B{z etc. and in hindi are dk] ds] dh] d®] u¢ etc. Total eight partof-speech are recognized in both Punjabi and Hindi. Beside this, both have same types of
Nouns, Genders, Number, Person tense and Cases [Singh 1991; Singh and Singh 1986].
Sentence structure is as shown in figure 2.1 and 2.2 on next page.
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From the direct translation point of view the important differences between Punjabi and
Hindi languages are:
Sometime the gender of word is changed in the translated language e.g.

;kXBK dh d[otos'I

lk/kuksa dk nq#i;ksx

g{oh tkj brkJh

iqjk tksj yxk;k

Some words can be used in both senses i.e. famine and masculine. e.g.

d{;o/ gk;/
d{;o/ b'e

nwljh rjQ
nwljs yksx

Poorly understood grammar of some constructions e.g.
fJj BjhI ;h j' ;edk. is a valid sentence in Punjabi but
;g ugh Fkk gks ldrkA is not a valid sentence in Hindi
For some phrase structure, a preposition is inserted but in some cases the rule is not
followed as shown in following example..

tosD bJh
fJ; bJh

mi;ksx ds fy,
bl fy,

In the following sections, we discuss the evaluation and results of direct translation
system for the language pair of Punjabi and Hindi.

3. History
The first attempt to verify the hypothesis that related languages are easier to
translate started in mid 80s at Charles University in Prague [FEMTI; Hajic et al. 2000].
The project was called RUSLAN and aimed at the translation of documentation in the
domain of operating systems for mainframe computers. From that date to till date so
many examples are there in history which support the argument that with close
languages, the quality of MT system, with simple techniques, is better. To name a few
one are CESILKO (a system for translating Czech and Slovak), MT system for translating
Turkish To Crimean Tatar etc. We are also trying to strengthen the same concept by
experimenting with a direct translation system for Punjabi to Hindi. These languages are
very closely related and have many features in common.

4. System description
To start with, a direct translation system is created in which words from source
language are chosen, their equivalents in target language are found out from the lexicon
and are replaced to get target language. For the words with multiple meanings, the most
frequently used meaning is selected. Translations are obtained from this system and made
available to the evaluators. For Intelligibility test, the evaluators do not have any clue
about the source language. They judge each sentence on the basis of its
comprehensibility. The target user is a layman who is interested only in the
comprehensibility of translations. The scoring is done based on the degree of
intelligibility and comprehensibility. For Adequacy test, evaluators are provided with
source text along with translated text. The evaluators give score to each translation

according to the scoring scheme (as discussed in next section). On the basis of these
scores results are generated using simple statistical techniques.
Error analysis is done with the help of error list which is prepared in advance in
consultation with the linguists. Word error rate and sentence error rate are found out. This
analysis helps to improve the performance of an MT system
The rest of paper discusses evaluation methodology, result and conclusion for
future work.

5. Evaluation Techniques and Methodology:
Based on the previous approaches, following evaluation methods and techniques
are applied.
5.1 Selection set of sentences: Input sentences are chosen randomly from newspapers,
articles, reviews, court's orders, stories, office letters and people’s day to day
conversations. All possible constructs including simple as well as complex ones are
incorporated in the set. The sentence set also contains all types of sentences such as
declarative, interrogative, imperative and exclamatory. The size of input is shown in table
5.1.
Table 5.1 Size of Input for Direct MT System
Stories
Essays Court
Office
People's
Orders
letters
conversation
Total Articles
10
10
10
10
10
Total Sentences
360
2340
340
166
284
Total Words
1564
10068 1874
876
872
5.2 The Tests:
Following tests are selected to check the creditability as well as quantitative analysis of
the system [FEMTI; Marrafa et al. 2001; Tomas et al. 2003; Wagner].
5.2.1 Subjective tests:
• Intelligibility Test: It is a subjective test which is used to check how intelligible a
system is? Intelligibility is effected by grammatical errors, miss-translations, and
un-translated words.
• Accuracy Test: A highly intelligible output sentence need not be a correct
translation of the source sentence. It is important to check whether the meaning of
the source language sentence is preserved in the translation. This property is
called accuracy.
Any variation between the comprehensibility rating and the fidelity rating is due to
additional distortion of the information, which can arise from:
•
•
•

Loss of information (silence) - example: word not translated
Interference (noise) - example: word added by the system
Distortion from a combination of loss and interference - example: word
badly translated

5.2.2 Error test:
To check the Error rate of the Direct Translation System, some quantitative metrics are
also evaluated. These include:
• Word Error Rate: It is defined as %age of words which are to be inserted,
deleted, or replaced in the translation in order to obtain the sentence of reference.
• Sentence Error Rate: Which is %age of sentences, whose translations have not
matched in an exact manner with those of reference
Error analysis is done against pre classified error list. All the errors in translated text were
identified and their frequencies were noted. Main categories of errors are:
• Wrongly translated word or expression. e.g. w?_ is translated into eSa but in some
places it must be eSaus.
• Addition or removal of words. e.g. ikD Bkb should be translated into tkus ds lkFk
but it is translated as tkus lkFk.
• Un-translated words. e.g. Non Sense words like /kk.kh in ikuh-/kk.kh
• Wrong choice of words. e.g. ambiguous words i.e. oZy in Punjabi can be
understood as j[kuk (to place) or j[k (Reserved area for forest animals)
Errors were just counted and not weighted.
5.3 Scoring Procedure for subjective tests:
The evaluators are provided with four point scale for Intelligibility test and
Accuracy test. The scoring scheme is given below
5.3.1 For Intelligibility Test
A Four point scale is made in which highest point is assigned to those sentences
that look perfectly alike the target language and lowest point is assigned to the sentence
which is un-understandable. The scale looks like:
3.

The sentence is perfectly clear and e.g. tkM+ksa ds fnu FksA or
intelligible. It is grammatical and reads esjk yM+dk Ng lky dk gSA
like ordinary text.

2.

The sentence is generally clear and
intelligible. Despite some inaccuracies,
one can understand immediately what it
means.
The general idea is intelligible only after
considerable study. The sentence contains
grammatical errors &/or poor word
choice.

1.

0.

e.g. cjlkr

cjlrk gSA

e.g. cnyka esa yqds pau fnz'k rs ckj okjh
pku.k dk fy'kdkjk ekj dj cnyksVhvka dh
gusjs esa ls mlh dks leksgr djrs cnyksVhvka
ds gusjs esa yksIk tkans gSa A

(Some word are translated, other are
left)
The sentence is unintelligible. Studying e.g. Ikjarw ohgoha lnh ns ewag >k[kjs lesa
the meaning of the sentence is hopeless. dkfoebh Hkk'kk nk ;qx chr pqdk lh A

Even allowing for context, one feels that (i.e whole sentence is transliterated
guessing would be too unreliable.
character by character)
Table 5.2 Score Sheet for Intelligibility Test
5.3.2 For Accuracy Test
A Four point scale is made in which highest point is assigned to those sentences
that look perfectly alike the target language and lowest point is assigned to the sentence
which is un-understandable and unacceptable as described by Van Slype. The scale looks
like:
0
1
2
3

Completely Unfaithful. Doesn’t make
sense.
Barely faithful: less than 50 % of the
original information passes in the
translation.
Fairly faithful: more than 50 % of the
original information passes in the
translation.
Completely Faithful

’kk;n iRFkj djuk Hkh blh izHkko vk/khu gkssrk
jgk gksA

vxj iq= ekFks yx x;k u rks le> HkbZ
ns'k u mfpr 'kgj rks NksM+ gh tkvksxsA
ge ru ds dq"Bksa dh ckr ugh djuhA
tSSls gh og Bhd gqbZ ml ls vIkjk/kh dk
uke Ikrk iqNk x;kA

Table 5.3 Score Sheet for Accuracy Test

6. Experiments
The survey is done by the 20 peoples of different professions who know the target
language (Hindi) very well. Each person evaluated one translation on one criterion, so
that each translation is rated for intelligibility by 10 persons and for accuracy by another
10 persons. Average ratings for the sentences of the individual translations were then
summed up (separately according to intelligibility and accuracy) to get the average score.
Percentage of accurate sentences and intelligible sentences is also calculated separately
by counting down the number of accurate sentences.

7. Results
7.1 Subjective test analysis
Initially Null hypothesis is assumed i.e. the system’s performance is NULL. We
assume that system is dumb and does not produce any valuable output. By the
Intelligibility analysis and Accuracy analysis, we prove this wrong.
Accuracy is measured with the help of a 4 point scale. The figure 2.48 denotes the
average score of a sentence in accuracy test. From the accuracy analysis total number of
accurate sentence are calculated and then their %age is found out which is come out to be
76.28%.

Overall score for accuracy of the translated text comes out to be 2.48. The accuracy %age
for the system is found out to be 76.28%. This is comparable with other similar systems
as shown in table 7.1.
MT SYSTEM
RUSLAN

Accuracy
40% correct 40% with minor errors.
20% with major error.
CESILKO (Czech-to-Slovak) 90%
Czech-to-Polish
71.4%
Czech-to-Lithuanian
69%
Our System
76.28%
Table 7.1 Comparative analysis of %age accuracy
Further investigation reveals that from the remaining 23.72%,
• 85.93% sentences achieve a match between 50 to 99% and
• Remaining 11.05% of sentences were marked with less than 50% match against
the correct sentences.
• Only 3.02 % sentences are those which are found unfaithful.
A match of lower than 50% does not mean that the sentences are not usable. After some post editing,
they can fit properly in the translated text. Percentage accuracy of individual articles is shown in table
7.2.

Stories Essays
%age Accuracy

68.89

Court
Orders
78.18

80.08

Office
letters
77.17

People's
conversation
66.13

Table 7.2 Percentage Accuracy of different articles

%age Accuracy
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20
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People's Conversation

0
Articles

Figure 7.1 Percentage Accuracy for Different Articles
The main reason that accuracy is less in case of stories and People's conversation
is that the language is not standardized. People generally use slang which causes the
failure of the translation software as the slang available in one language is not present in
other language. Also un-standardized language cause more ambiguities.

The results of Intelligibility test are as follow:
43.17 % of the sentences got the score of 3 i.e. they are perfectly clear and intelligible.
47.64 % of the sentences got the score of 2 i.e. they are generally clear and intelligible.
7.99 % of the sentences got the score of 1 i.e. they are hard to understand.
1.2 % of the sentences cannot be understood at all.
60

47.64

43.17

50
40
30
20

7.99

10

1.2

0
Score
3

Score
2

Score
1

Score
0

Fig. 7.2 Charts for Intelligibility test.
So we can say that about 90.81% sentences are intelligible. These sentences are
those which has score 2 or above. Thus, we can say that the direct approach can translate
Punjabi text to Hindi text with a tolerably good accuracy. The sentences which cannot be
recognized at all are mostly Idioms and phrases. The sentences, which got the score of 1,
includes Idioms and Phrases and sentence containing some non sense words which has no
meaning in both languages like XkDh in gkDh-XkDh and F'Nh in o'Nh-F'Nh etc.
Percentage intelligibility of individual articles is shown in table 7.2. Again those sentences are
selected which has score 2 or above.

Stories Essays
%age
Intelligibility

89.79

93.89

Court
Orders
91.79

Office
letters
91.37

People's
conversation
87.22

Stories

93.89
91.79
89.79

91.37

Essays

People's
Conversation

Office Letters

Articles

Court Orders

87.22

Essays

96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82

Stories

%age Accuracy

Table 7.3 Percentage Intelligibility of different articles

Court Orders
Office
Letters
People's
Conversation

Table 7.3 Intelligibility for different articles

7.2 Error Analysis
Error analysis is done for diagnostic evaluation. All errors in the translated text
were identified and their frequencies were noted. The types of errors looked for along
with their %age in the translation is listed in table 7.3. Word Error rate is found out to be
6.54% which is comparably lower than that of the general systems, where it ranges from
9.5 to 12.
Wrongly translated word or expression.
Addition or removal of words.
Un-translated words.
Wrong choice of words.

44.68%
31.15%
9.15%
15.01%

Table 7.3 Error Analysis
50

44.68
Wrongly translated word or
expression.

40
%age

31.15

Addition or removal of words.

30
20

15.01

Un-translated words.

9.15
10

Wrong choice of words.

0
Errors type

Figure 7.3 Different Types of Errors
As shown in table 7.3, out of 6.54% wrong words, majority of the errors are due
to wrongly translated words. The figures show that for improvements in results, bilingual
dictionary must be prepared carefully. After enhancing the dictionary, good results are
expected. The errors related to addition or removal of words also requires developer's
attention. Only 15.01% errors are related to wrong word choice i.e. a problem of word
sense disambiguation. Direct approach must be hybrid with some other algorithms for
word sense disambiguation so that results with higher accuracy can be produced. Word
error rate for individual articles is as shown in following table.
Stories
Essays
Court Orders Office
People's
Letters
Conversation
WER (%age)
6.96
5.03
5.22
5.16
7.13

Table 7.4 Word Error Rate of different articles
8

7.13

6.96

Word Error Rate

7
6

5.03

5.22

Stories

5.16

5

Essays

4
3

Court Orders

2

People's Conversation

Office Letters

1
0
Articles

Figure 6.4 Word Error Rate for Different Articles
It is found that in stories, word error rate is more i.e. 6.96%. This is due to the fact
that language in stories is not standardized. Similar is the case with people's conversation
where the error rate is found out to be 7.13% because they use Idioms and phrases more
frequently. In articles with standardized language like essays, the word error rate is found
out to be 5.03%. For court orders and office letters, the error rate is 5.22% and 5.16%
respectively. Again most of the errors are due to post positions adjustments. This
suggests that more attention is required in those cases where language is not standardized.
In other words for getting higher accuracy, the input should be standardized. The detailed
error analysis is shown in following table.
Stories
Articles

Essays

Court
Orders

Office
Letters

People's
Conversation

Type of
error(%age)
Wrong Translation
44.53
43.8
44.93
45.01
Addition or removal 19.94
36.11
41.42
41.91
of words
Wrong word
17.4
12.88
13.55
12.98
choice (Ambiguities)
Un translated
18.13
7.21
0.1
0.1
words
Table 7.5 Error Analysis of Different Articles

44.66
16.37
18.4
20.57

Comparative view of different types of errors
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Figure 7.5 Error Analysis of Different Articles
Similarly the Sentence Error rate is found out to be 61.59%. The
rate for individual articles is as follow:
Stories
Essays
Court Orders Office
Letters
SER (%age) 67.3
58.67
57.3
59.13
Table 7.6 Sentence Error Rate of Different Articles

%age errors

70

67.3

66.03

65
60

58.67

57.3

59.13

Sentence error
People's
Conversation
66.03

Stories
Essays
Court Orders
Office Letters

55

People's Conversation
50
Articles

Figure 7.6 Sentence Error Rate of Different Articles
As discussed earlier, the SER of un-standardized matter i.e. stories and people's
conversation is higher than the standardized matter. It strengthens the fact that better
input gives the better output. If some pre editing of the text is performed then better
results may be expected.

8. Multiword Units: Idioms and Adages
Languages are full of idioms and adages such as f;o sbh s/ XoBk which do not
obey the principal of compositionality. The idioms are group of words that have an
established meaning that is not apparent from looking at the individual words. An adage

is a short, but memorable saying, which holds some important fact of experience that is
considered true by many people, or it has gained some credibility through its long use.
The problem with idioms and adages, in an MT context, is that it is not usually possible
to translate them using the normal rules. There are exceptions, for example u'o dh dkVQh ftu
fsDek (meaning `Guilty person always afraid and doubt that every person is talking about
him') can be translated literally into Hindi as "p¨j dh nk<+h e¢a frudk", which has the same
meaning. But, for the most part, the use of normal rules in order to translate idioms will
result in nonsense. Instead, one has to treat idioms as single units in translation.
One problem with sentences which contain idioms is that they are typically
ambiguous; in the sense that either a literal or idiomatic interpretation is generally
possible (i.e. the phrase ¢Zb{ p'bD/ can really be about the sound of owl). The real problem
with idioms is that they are not generally fixed in their form, and that the variation of
forms is not limited to variations in inflection (as it is with ordinary words). Thus, there is
a serious problem in recognizing idioms.
Researches are going on to deal with the problems of multiword units in different
languages. Many algorithms are proposed but none of them is fully accurate. A full proof
system for detecting Idioms and phrases is yet to be developed. We have advantage of
language similarity in our case which eliminates most of the problems. Many Idioms and
proverbs in Punjabi have similar structure in Hindi. Moreover, ambiguities are also
preserved in target language. So, word to word translation can give better results in case
of similar languages. To demonstrate this idea, an accuracy test for the most commonly
used 200 Idioms and phrases was performed whose results are as shown in table 8.1
Idioms
Adages
%age Accuracy
72.3%
52.45%
Table8.1 Accuracy of Idioms and Phrases
Score
%age of Idiom
%age of Adages
3
72.37
52.45
2
18.16
24.63
1
7.13
17.89
0
2.34
5.03
Table 8.2 Score of Different Idioms and Phrases
The data shows that about 72.37 % Idioms are common and can be translated word to
word with out distorting the meaning. No other system is known that is claiming as much
accuracy as the Punjabi-Hindi translation system. This further pushes the idea of having a
successful MT system between Punjabi and Hindi. The accuracy in the case of adage is
lower because in adages words are absorbed from the local languages which are not
standardized and some time no word in the target language is available for the
corresponding word in source language. e.g. consider the proverb in Punjabi jZE g[okD/ y';V/
p;zs/ j'ohA nkJ/. No word corresponding to y';V/ & p;zs/ j'ohA is found in Hindi language
making it difficult for translation.
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Fig. 8.1 Graph for %age Accuracy

9. Conclusion
The accuracy of the translation achieved by our system justifies the hypothesis
that word-for-word translation might also be a solution for language pair of Punjabi and
Hindi. The major inaccuracies in the direct translation are due to poor word choice for
ambiguous words and some corrections regarding post positions. The lack of information
in glossaries and dictionaries sometimes causes an unnecessary translation error. Here it
should be worth mentioning that the lexicon used for the system must be exhaustive one,
which must contain each word along with every inflection it can have. This will give rise
to a huge dictionary. Information retrieval from such dictionary is also a point of
consideration.
We can conclude that this study encourages the idea of direct translation by
revealing the key problem areas and it shows the next area where concentration is
required in order to achieve the objective of creating an MT system for Punjabi to Hindi.

Appendix - Sample Output of Some Articles
Following is some sample input and corresponding output. Coding scheme is as follow:
Bold Text
Underline Text
Italic Text
Regular Text

Completely Unfaithful. Doesn’t make sense.
Barely faithful: less than 50 % of the original
information passes in the translation.
Fairly faithful: more than 50 % of the original
information passes in the translation.
Completely Faithful

ftnkj ftu tZNk eoB s'I Gkt nkgDh
bVeh dk ftnkj T[;/ xo ftZu eoBk
j[zdk j? fi; xo ftZu w[zv/ dk ftnkj
ehsk j[zdk j?.
;akfJd tZNk eoBk th fJ;/ gqGkt nXhB
j[zdk fojk j't/.
nkw s"o s/ nfij/ tZN/ ;ZN/ Bhw gjkVh
fJbke/ iK gSV/ fJbke/ ftu j[zd/ ;B.
fJj' fifjnK pko/ b'e jw/FK fJT[I efjzd/

fookg esa iRFkj djus ls Hkko viuh yM+dh dk
fookg mlh ?kj esa djuk gkssrk gS ftl ?kj esa
yM+ds dk fookg fd;k gkssrk gS
’kk;n iRFkj djuk Hkh blh izHkko vk/khu gkssrk jgk
gks
vke rkSj ij ,sls iRFkj lVs v/kZ igkM+h Ãykds ;k
IkNM+s Ãykds esa gkssrs Fks
bl tSlksa ckjs y¨x ges'kk ,sls dgrs lqurs gSa %

;[Dd/ jBL d/yhI fes/ ;kbk wZE/ bZr i/
i/ gZ[s wZE/ bZr frnk Bk sK ;wM pJh
d/F Bk ;jh Ffjo sK SZv Jh ikJ/Irk
fJ; tfjFhnkBk e[eow d/ Bshi/ ti'I
wkfJnk p/j'F j' rJh ns/ T[; ~
j;gskb b? ikfJnk frnk.
t/ GkJh! fJe/oK d/y b?, fgZS/ B{z xVh w[Vh
sedk j?I.
n;hI fJe fwZso ~ dZf;nk.
fwZso mjkek wko e/ jZ; fgnk s/ efjD
bZrk, BjhI fJj frDsh J/d{z th tZX n?.
nkgK sB d/ e'VQhnK dh rZb BjhI eoBh.
e'VQhnK dhnK j'o pj[s fe;wK B/
n;hI gZ[fSnk sK fwZso nZyK wNek e/
p'fbnk, e[M b'e Feb d/ e'VQh j[zd/ n?
T[BQK dh Feb d/ jw/FK Jh pkoK pi/
ofjzd/ n?
gzuszso dh fJe eEk th j?rh fJj'
fifjnK tk;s/
nkgK nkgDk okik j'o u[DhJ/
;kfonK y{p ;'u ftuko ehsh
T[j T[BQK d/ pZfunK dh uzrh okyh eo{
gzShnK B/ eK ~ nkgDk c?;bk dZf;nk
;Zuw[Zu T[; d/ ihtB t/ot/ fJB;kBh ihtB
dhnK ;zGktBktK dh pVh o"FB Mkeh gq;s[s
eod/ jB.
wkfJnk ni/ w;K ;Zs e[ toQ/ dh wk;{w
pkbVh jh ;h fe T[; dh wK d/ fJe gq/wh
B/ T[; Bkb pbkseko dk fxB"Dk e[eow
ehsk.
fojkJh s'I pknd ni/ T[j nkgD/ xo ~
tkg; jh ik fojk ;h fe b'eK dh GVeh
j'Jh GhV B/ T[; s/ jwbk eo e/ T[; Bz{
e[ZN e[ZN e/ wko fdZsk.
wkfJnk n?Iifb:{ ~ wfj;{; j'fJnk fe i/
T[j ngokXh pko/ Bk p'bdh sK ftuko/ dh
f}zdrh ysw BjhI ;h j'Dh.
T[; ~ nkgD/ s/ frbk j'fJnk ns/
gFukskg dh ykso T[; B/ gzi tfoQnK
tk;s/ fpbe[b th Bk p'bD dh ;j[z yk
bJh i' T[; B/ g{oh soQK fBGkJh.
w?I sK go;'I fvT[Nh d/D T[gozs B"I ti/ jh
eo ;eKrk.

ns[kuk dgha lkyk ekFks yx vxj
vxj iq= ekFks yx x;k u rks le> HkbZ ns'k u
mfpr 'kgj rks NksM+ gh tkvksxs
bl vLHk; dqdeZ ds ifj.kke o'k ek;k csgks'k gks
xbZ vkSj ml dks vLirky ys O;FkZ x;k
os HkkbZ ! ,d ckj ns[k ys ] ihNs dks ?kM+h eqM+h
ns[krs gks

ge ,d fe= dks crk;k
fe= Bgkdk ekj dj g¡l iM+k ij dgus yxk] ugh
;g fxurh bl ls Hkh T;knk gSa
ge ru ds dq"Bksa dh ckr ugh djuh
dq"Bksa dh vkSSj cgqr fdLesa us
ge iqNk rks fe= vka[ksa eVdk dj c¨yk] dqN y¨x
'kDy ds dq"Bh gkssrs gSa
mUgs dh 'kDy ds ges'kk gh ckjg cts jgrs gSa
iapra= dh ,d dFkk Hkh gS bl tSlksa fy,
ge viuk jktk vkSSj pqusa
lHkh [kwc lksp fopkj dh
og mUgs ds cPpksa dh vPNh j{kk djsxk
if{k;ksa us dkSvk dks viuk QSlyk crk;k
lpeqp ml ds thou O;ksjs bUlkuh thou dh
lEHkkouk,a dh cgqr jkS'ku >kadh IkzLrqr djrs gSa
ek;k vHkh eq'kfdy ls lkr lk o"kZ dh eklwe
vutku yM+dh gh Fkh fd ml dh ekrk ds ,d
Ikzseh us ml ds lkFk cykrdkj dk f?kukSuk dqdeZ
fd;k
fjgkbZ ls ckn vHkh og vius ?kj dks okfil gh
tkvks jgk Fkk fd yksxksa dh HkM+dh gqbZ HkhM+ us ml
ij geyk dj dj ml dks ihV ihV dj ekj fn;k
ek;k vSatfy;w dks eglwl gqvk fd vxj og
vIkjk/kh ckjs u cksyrh rks cspkjs dh ft+Unxh lekIr
ugh Fkh gksuh
ml dks vius ij fxyk gqvk vkSj i'pkÙkki dh
[kkfrj ml us ikWap lkyksa fy, fcYdqqy Hkh u
cksyus dh dle [kk ds fy, tks ml us iw.kZ rjg
fuHkkbZ
eSa rks Ikjlksa fMmqVh nsus ds i'pkr ukS cts gh dj
ldwaxk

Bkb dh ;tkoh B{z tko tko szr eodk
j?I.
fJZe ;p}h t/uD tkbk nkgD/ nkb/ d[nkb/
oZyhnK ;p}hnK d/ Gkn rkjeK B{z dZ;dk
j?.
s[;hI gkDh ghD bJh fe; s'I g[ZS e/ rJ/
;h s/ ehjB{z dZ; e/ rJ/ ;h<
fJj fJe fotkia BjhI ;h pbfe w[;bwkBh
d/ t/b/ s'I fJe fgos fijh jh ubh nk
ojh ;h.
fjzd{ ;wki ftu gfjbK gfjb bVeh dk
fo;ask eoB ;w/I d'jK gkf;nK d/ fszB fszB
r's ftuko iKd/ ;B.
Gkt d'BK soc s'I pkg dk r's, wK dk
r's ns/ dkdh dk r's ftuko/ iKd/ ;B.
ofi;Noko gzikph :{Bhtof;Nh gfNnkbk
nsË vkfJo?eNo :kdftzdok ekbi nkc
fJzfifBnfozr sbtzvh ;kp' tZb'I T[go/N
;N/N p?Ie nkc gfNnkbk gzikph
:{Bhtof;Nh gfNnkbk fty/ yksk BzL 50068
ftZu fJ; ekbi d/ ftfdnkoEhnK ~
;ekbofFg d/D fjs dkBh g[oF$;z;EKtK
tZb'I gqkgs okFh iwK eotkh rJh j?.
p?_e yks/ ftu okFh NoK;co eoB ;pzXh
tkJh; uK;bo ;kjp d/ nkd/F gfjbK jh
bJ/ ;B i' fe ckJhb ftu jB ih.
e'VQhnK dh p;sh
d[BhnK d/ fJe fsjkJh e'VQh ;kv/ d/F *u
ofjzd/ n?.
nkgK rKXh d/ u/b/ nK!
sB d/ e'VQhnK s'I fJbktk th j'o e'VQh j[zd/
n?<
fujok fJT[I j[zd? fit/I jVskb j'Jh j't/
T[; d/ doFB eoB/ th nrbk gkg
;wMd?
fJe tko gzShnK B/ fJeZm ehsk ns/ wsk
gekfJnk pJh ro[V sK ftF~ d/ Jh
tfVnk ofjzd?
eK T[; ;Gk ftu'I r?ojk}o ;h
nyho c?;bk fJj ehsk fe ¢Zb{ oks ~
ikrdk ofjzd?
gzShnK B/ nkw ;fjwsh Bkb ¢Zb{ ~ okik
u[D fbnk

lkFk dh Lokjh dks ckj ckj rax djRkk gks
,d lct+h cspus okyk vius vkys pkjksa vkSj j[kh
lct+h;ksa ds Hkko xzkgdksa dks crkrk gS
vki ikuh Ikhus ds fy, fdl ls iwN dj x, Fks
ij fdls crk dj x, Fks \
;g ,d fjokt+ ugh Fkk cfYd eqlyekuh ds le;
ls ,d ÁFkk tSSlh gh pyh vk jgh Fkh
fgUnq lekt esa igys Ikfgy yM+dh dk fj'krk djus
le; nksuksa rjQ ds rhu rhu xks= fopkj tkrs Fks

Hkko nksuks rjQ ls firk dk xks= ] ekrk dk xks=
vkSj nknh dk xks= cspkjs tkrs Fks
jftlVjkj iatkch fo'o fo)kY; ifV;kyk v©j
Mk;jSDVj ;knfoanjk dkyst vkQ bZathfu;fjax
ryoaMh lkc¨ }kjk mqijsV lVsV cSad vkQ ifV;kyk
iatkch fo'o fo)kY; ifV;kyk esa [k¨ys [kkrk
ua%50068 esa bl dkyst ds fo)kFkhZ;¨a d¨
ldkyjf’ki nsus fgr nkuh iq:"k@lalFkka,a rjQ ls
izkir jk'kh teka djokbZ xbZ gS
cSad [kkrs esa jk'kh VjkalQj djuss lEca/k esa okbZl
pkalyj lkgc ds vkns'k igys gh fy, Fks t®fd
QkbZy esa gSa th
dq"Bksa dh clrh
nquh;ka ds ,d frgkbZ dq"Bh gekjs ns'k esa jgrs gSa
ge xka/kh ds psys gSa !
ru ds dq"Bksa ls vfrfjDr Hkh vkSSj dq"Bh gkssrs gSa !
psgjk ,sls gksrk gS tSSls gM+rky gqbZ gks
ml ds n'Zku djus Hkh vxyk IkkIk le>rk gS
,d ckj if{k;ksa us bdë fd;k vkSj QSSlyk idk;k
HkbZ x:M+ rks fo".kq ds gh ?kwlk jgrk gS
dkSvk ml lHkk esa ls xSjgkftj Fkk
var QSlyk ;g fd;k fd mYyq jkr dks tkxrk
jgrk gS
if{k;ksa us vke lgerh ds lkFk mYyq dks jktk
pqu fy;k

fJzB/ ~ eK th nk gjz[funk
fgSb/ fdBhI nzro/}h fNqfpT{B ftu fJe
n?co' - nwoheB b/yek wkfJnk n?Iifb:{
pko/ e[M ;wZroh gqekfFs j'Jh ;h.
fit/I jh T[j mhe j'Jh T[; s'I ngokXh dk
Bkw gsk gZ[fSnk frnk.
T[; B/ ;G e[M dZ; fdZsk.
ngokXh s/ w[eZdwk sK uZfbnk go T[; ~
}wkBs s/ fojkn th eo fdZsk frnk.
T[; s'I pknd th T[j p'bD feqnk pko/
pj[s ;[u/s ojh.
T[j ikDdh ;h fe p'b pkDh fet/I b'eK
ns/ e"wK ~ fJe d{i/ d/ bj{ d/ fsjkJ/
pDk fdzdh j?.
p'bDk ;ZuwZ[u jh fJe fjz;kswe feqnk j?.
i/ s[;hI nfjz;ktkdh ofjDk j? sK e[M Bk
p'b'.
fJj ezw Bk w?I eZbQ eo ;fenk jK, Bk
nZi eo ;eKrk, Gbe/ th ftjbk BjhI.
s[;hI ukj[zd/ j' fJj ezw s[ozs j' ikt/.
okshI iK n?stko B{z w?I ftjbk BjhI
j'tKrk.
s?E'I f;ZX/ j' e/ BjhI p?m j[zdk, ]podko i/
fgZS/ d[pkok sZfenk.
eJh tko sK T[j jo ;p}h dk BK b? e/
Gkn d;dk j?, go eJh tkoh efjzdk j?,
bT[ ih, fJj d' o[gJ/ feb', nj[ ;tk
o[gJhnk feb'.
BjhI ih, T[j s[jkv/ yohdD dh BjhI, pk;h
j?.
w[;bwkB ;wki ftZu fJe d[Zy dk fo;ask
Gkt G?D Gok SZv e/ j'o ;ko/ fo;as/dkoK
ftu ftnkj j' iKdk j?.
pknd ftu d' r's ns/ j[D nk e/ fJe'
r's ftukfonk iKdk j?.
fjzd{ ns/ f;Zy ;wki ftu T[;/ r's ftu
bVeh dk ftnkj eoBk mhe BjhI ;wfMnk
iKdk.
r'sK dh goy ftu ;akfJd fJe ftfrnkBe
gZy ezw eodk j?.
fJ; yks/ ftu'I bZy o[gJ/ sbtzvh ;kp' d/
yksk BzL 50110 ftu NoK;co eotkD
bJh ;N/N p?Ie nkc gfNnkbk gzikph

brus dks dkSvk Hkh vk igqapk
fiNys fnuksa vaxzst+h fVªfc;qu esa ,d vSQjks
vejhdu ysf[kdk ek;k vSatfy;w ckjs dqN lkexzh
izdkf'kr gqbZ Fkh
tSSls gh og Bhd gqbZ ml ls vIkjk/kh dk uke Ikrk
iqNk x;k
ml us lHkh dqN crk fn;k
vIkjk/kh ij eqdnek rks pyk ysfdu ml dks
t+ekur ij eqDr Hkh dj fn;k x;k
ml ls ckn Hkh og cksyus fØ;k ckjs cgqr lqpsr
jgh
og tkurh Fkh fd cksy ok.kh dSls yksxksa vkSj dkSeksa
dks ,d nwljs ds jDr ds I;kls cuk nsrh gS
cksyuk lpeqp gh ,d fgalkred fØ;k gS
vxj vki vfgalkoknh jguk gS rks dqN u cksyks
;g dke u eSa dy dj ldk g¡q ] u vkt dj
ldwaxk ] dy Hkh Qqjlr esa ugh
vki pkgrs gks ;g dke rqqjUr gks tk,
jkr dks ;k jfookj dks eSa Qqjlr esa ugh g¡wxk
rsjs ls lh/ks gks dj ugh cSB gkssrk ] [kcjnkj vxj
ihNs nqckjk ns[kk
dbZ ckj rks og gj lct+h dk uke ys dj Hkko
crkrk gS ] ysfdu dbZ ckj dgrk gS ] yks th ]
;g nks :i, fdyks ] og lok :i;k fdyks
ugh th ] og vkids [kjhnus dh ugh ] cklh gS
eqlyeku lekt esa ,d nq%[k dk fj'krk Hkko cgu
HkkbZ NksM+ dj vkSSj lHkh fj’rssnkjksa esa fookg gks
tkrk gS
ckn esa nks xks= vkSj vc vk dj ,d xks= fopkjk
tkrk gS
fgUnq vkSj flD[k lekt esa mlh xks= esa yM+dh dk
fookg djuk Bhd ugh le>k tkrk
xks=kas dh ij[k esa 'kk;n ,d oSKkfud i{k dke
djRkk gS
bl [kkrs esa ls 20 yk[k :i, ryoaMh lkc¨ ds
[kkrk ua% 50110 esa VjkalQj djokus ds fy, lVsV
cSad vkQ ifV;kyk iatkch fo'o fo)kY; ds uke

:{Bhtof;Nh d/ Bkw gZso G/fink ik fojk
j?.
feogk eoe/ fJ; s/ j;skyo eoBk sK i'
p?_e ~ fJj okFh NoK;co eoB bJh gZso
G/fink ik ;e/.

i= Hkstk tk jgk gS
—I;k djds bl ij glrk{kj djuk r¨ t¨ cSad
d¨ ;g jk'kh VjkalQj djus ds fy, i= Hkstk tk
lds
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